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Living the Lake Life: Indiana’s Lake James in the 1950s and 1960s

Tens of thousands of years ago a glacier that covered northern Indiana started to melt. As the glacier retreated, it left hundreds of lakes in northeastern Indiana. These lakes eventually gave rise to the phrase “lake life” and have been a center for recreational activities for over a century. “Lake life” has become an important part of culture in northeastern Indiana. Hoosiers will even refer to “going to the lake,” without specifying which lake they are going to. The lakes in this area provide a healthy way for youth and families to spend their summer outside, enjoying what nature has to offer. Families come together to fish, swim, boat, and engage in water sports. There are thousands of homes that sit right on the lakes in northeastern Indiana, ranging in price from a modest amount for a small cottage to millions for large houses on vast properties. While purchasing a lake home might be out of reach for many, there are public access sites on most of the lakes in northeastern Indiana where anyone can trailer in a boat for the day. Public boat ramps and state recreation areas mean that there are ways for any family to go for a weekend or day and enjoy a lake in northeastern Indiana.

Steuben County has over 100 natural lakes, and most Hoosiers within driving distance have some memory of a visit or a lifetime of visits to a lake in Steuben County. Lake James sits in the northeastern corner of Steuben county. Lake James connects to four lakes by boat: Snow Lake, Jimmerson Lake, Little Otter Lake and Big Otter Lake. Lake James is the fourth largest natural lake in Indiana at 1229 acres. Lake James’s deepest point is 88 feet deep, which occurs in the third of three basins that compose Lake James. Lake James is spring fed and is part of the James Chain watershed, which makes the water incredibly clear and pristine in condition.
The fifties and sixties in Indiana were much the same as they were anywhere else, with lots of growth and prosperity. This era brought about many new things to the culture of the lake. Watersports blossomed along with dance and pleasure boating. Lake life was soaring in popularity and the new prosperity following World War II allowed Hoosiers to spend time together in leisure. Lake James was a gleaming treasure that attracted all ages to cool down on hot summer days. Jack Berger, who lived in Cincinnati, Ohio, spent his summers at Lake James, even though it was about four hours away. When asked why his family and many other families chose Lake James, he said the “beauty of this lake system. There really isn’t anything like it.”

Indeed, the crystal clear water and enormous layout of this natural treasure drew people in by the boatload. In addition, there are not very many lakes in Ohio, and in Indiana many are shallow with very poor water quality.

Jack Berger’s family owned or rented property on the Lake James chain since before he was born. Jack Berger has written several books, including The Bubbles Rise, an autobiography.
that of course includes information about Lake James. The book is titled *The Bubbles Rise* because Jack Berger almost drowned in Lake James while he was young. Almost every summer from birth (January 11, 1929) has been spent on the Lake James chain where Berger has watched the lakes transform.\(^9\)

During the fifties and into the sixties on Lake James, the lakes were strictly summer fun. Nobody lived on Lake James during the winter months, and Berger also said he could not recall anyone who lived on Lake James year round during that time.\(^10\) Most families came up in the spring, with the mother and children staying for the duration of the summer, or about three months. Fathers would generally drive home for the weekdays to work and come back on the weekends. Fathers typically would take off a couple weeks from work during the summer to stay at Lake James as well, if their finances allowed.\(^11\) This led to the main draw of Lake James to be habitants of Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana within driving distance, since the men would have to drive back and forth at the beginning and end of the weekends. There were a considerable number of lake residents from other cities, including Fort Wayne, Indiana, and Toledo, Ohio.

Despite the fact that cottage prices on Lake James are outrageously expensive today, they were very affordable in the fifties and sixties. Below is a newspaper article depicting a fully furnished cottage for rent for $40 a month on nearby connecting Jimmerson Lake (this equals about $300 a month today, whereas in 2017 they are actually $2000 or more a month).\(^12\) There was no wealth disparity on Lake James in the 50’s and 60’s like there is today. Berger recalled the lake being of all social classes and almost exclusively family homes, unlike the large retirement summer homes that are popular today. Berger noted that there were some wealthy families on Lake James during that time, but that they might have had a slightly bigger cottage and a Chris-Craft boat instead of a typical outboard (Chris-Craft are more expensive). There
were families that ranged from factory workers to wealthy business owners and everyone mingled together.¹³

Lake James was a very social place, and the outdoors activities on the lake promoted that. One of these outdoor activities that was very popular was fishing. Fishing on Lake James in the fifties and sixties was incredibly good; Jack Berger commented that it was far better than the fishing today. Lake James has lots of drop-offs where the shoreline goes from eight to ten feet deep to about thirty feet deep or more. Jack Berger stated that those drop offs used to be covered in weeds. He and his friends would anchor their boat right off the drop off and fish right on the edge of the weeds. The larger number of motorized boats on the lake does not permit that wall of weeds to grow on any of the drop-offs in the lake today. When asked what the best fish on Lake James was to catch and eat, Jack Berger mentioned fishing for catfish. He said that the catfish tasted the best and that he and his friends and their fathers would all get into boats just before dusk and head out to catch catfish with worms.¹⁵ As seen in the article below, even someone fishing in the sixties with a small hook and bluegill bait could have caught a fish of a lifetime. James McConnell caught an eleven pound Northern Pike with three pound test line, and a seven pound Northern Pike was considered huge on the lake at that time.¹⁶
Another fish that was great to eat was a trout like fish called cisco. Like the weeds on the drop-offs that used to grow, pollution and churning from boats on the lake today have made it so cisco cannot be found in the lake chain. Cisco are a lot like trout, requiring pristine water quality, and all the motor oil has eliminated them from the lakes, because the degradation of oil in water lowers the amount of oxygen in the water. Below is a newspaper article from the year 1961 that notes the cisco dying off due to low oxygen content in the water. In the fifties and sixties the cisco were plentiful and many people would catch them and eat them. There are still some lakes in Steuben county where cisco may be found, but sadly they cannot be found in the Lake James chain anymore. Jack Berger mentioned that the cisco would come to the surface for two weeks in the spring every year presumably to spawn, and people would go out with hand nets and net them up to cook and eat them. He cannot recall anyone catching them any other way, such as a rod and reel. The police in Angola would do this and hold a fish fry benefit.
The three following articles were all published between 1956 and 1961 and inform readers about how to catch cisco, to how good the cisco fishing is, to why the cisco in Lake James are dying out.

---

**CISCO DYING FOR LACK OF OXYGEN**

In the past week a Cisco kill took place on Clear Lake. Conservation officer, Bob Summe, estimated that the kill might run to three or four thousand fish. A definite count could not be taken as the dead fish were all over the lake. Conservation officers have received calls on this all week from people who want to know why the fish are dying. This is a large kill and one that could affect Cisco fishing in Clear Lake for some time. Conservation officers made an investigation on the first complaint of the fish dying. There seemed to be little cause for it and there wasn’t too much to be alarmed about at first as only 75 or 80 fish were seen. As the week wore on more fish appeared and the toll ran up fast. Officer Summe contacted Fish Biologists McHendall and Leedey of the Department of Conservation. They believed that there had occurred an oxygen deficiency in the water at current water temperature. However, a check was made and Dave Weaver, biologist, was sent in. Water temperature and oxygen content checks were taken at many levels. It was found that if the Cisco went into water right for them, temperature wise, the oxygen was deficient. If they went into water with enough oxygen, it was too warm for them. In other words they had no place to go.

This is not an uncommon thing to happen as many lakes that contain Cisco do this about this time in the year. However, they usually do not kill as many fish as one did. This is the reason Cisco rise in Snow Lake about this time each year. Many lakes have this happen every year such as Snow Lake. Other lakes have it happen every few years. However, we are not trying to minimize the kill in Clear Lake. It is serious and may affect the Cisco fishing in this lake for many years. In fact it could affect the Cisco completely. This is not likely, but if the conditions are right enough, the kill might not leave enough parent fish to keep the species going.

In this area we are on the very southern limit of the Cisco range. Some of our lakes, they believe, may be on the verge of extinction now. Cisco are very touchy to pollution in the water. They range further south in Indiana than any other place in the United States, but this may not stay.

What will be the effect of this on Clear Lake Cisco? They do not know at this time. Time will tell. If we catch a few fish on the lake this fall, it will not mean that they may be on the way. If the lake is good it will only indicate that they come through well enough that they might make another comeback. However, one of the things that could be done by the people is to keep from netting the lake if possible. For best results it might be better for Cisco netters to not net here this year and leave as much parent fish in the lake as possible. I don’t think the fish will be good again. However conservation officers would like to have one or two nets in the lake this fall to see if there are any fish left.

One of the big problems faced by the Cisco as well as other fish is pollution in the lakes. This affects Cisco very quickly and will be one of the major causes of Cisco depletion. We as conservationists must help keep the pollution out of our lakes as much as we can. The place to start is not at Indianapolis but here in Steuben county. Many people are saying “Why don’t someone do something about our fishing and at the same time they have a sewage drain going into the lake. Our county health department is doing a wonderful job, but they don’t get much help from the people. It also might be a good idea if we as fishermen take a few less Cisco in a year and have them a little longer.

**FISHING AND HUNTING REPORT**

Fishing is still good on most of our lakes, with ‘Center, Crooked Marsh, Anna lakes best for Bluegill. Bass are hitting on Crooked, Lime and Hogback lakes. Pike are hitting on Silver lake. Squirrel hunting is picking up in the county. A few limits have been reported lately. Hunters report the squirrel are running early and late in the day. They are cutting in hickory now.

**Archery Shoot Rescheduled**

The Pokagon Archery club, due to a mix-up in schedules, will hold its shoot which was scheduled for the 17th, on the 28th with registration starting at 1:00 p.m. Awards will be awarded in all classes.

A short business meeting will follow the above mentioned shoot.

**Angola Students Gain Recognition**

Prior to reporting to the campus of Ball State Teachers College to begin their freshman year on September 17, two Angola students attended one of the two freshman orientation programs at Lake Tippecanoe.

Students from Angola participating in the “get acquainted with Ball State” camping sessions were Michael Lee Hale, 213 South Wayne, and Willard Diane Somerville, 221 South Wayne Street.

The camp program set up by the college officials is for approximately 200 freshmen. It is part of the college’s orientation program to acquaint new students with Ball State. Each student spent two days on the campus earlier this summer taking tests, arranging housing, and planning a program. Students attended classes on Tuesday, September 19.
In addition to fishing, boating was another popular social activity on Lake James. There were no rules regarding the size or speed of watercraft on the lakes as is primarily the case today. Watersports were just becoming conventional and mainstream. In the 50’s prior to the popularization of the water ski, many Lake James natives used a surfboard of types, with a rope connecting the board to the boat, and a towrope handle that the person held on to also connected to the boat. Water skiing caught on in the fifties, with slalom skiing (one ski) becoming popular just after water skiing caught on. Another water sport that everyone enjoyed was kayaking. Many
people had canoes or kayaks, which were primarily made from wood in the fifties and sixties and
were an easy way to get around the lake and take in some quiet fishing.\textsuperscript{24}
The newspaper ad at left was published in the summer of 1955 and was designed to help teach how to water ski and encourage learning.
As skiing became popular in the mid 50’s a Lake James Ski Club was formed. “In 1956, Ed Coblentz organized a group of enthusiastic Lake James skiers into the Lake James Ski Club.” The ski club competed all over and even won some of the top awards, such as overall Men’s title at the Great Lakes Open, held in St. Charles, Illinois. They held shows out of Bledsoe’s beach and WOWO, a radio station from Fort Wayne, would cover them. A poster shows eleven categories in a water ski show put on by the club and launching from Bledsoe’s Beach, with over twenty club members participating in the show for the crowds. A newspaper article below details the show that the club was going to put on in 1960, with many different categories.

The boats that pulled those engaging in water sports were very small and low powered compared to the boats of today. Jack Berger recalled his first boat had a two and a half
horsepower Johnson motor on a small wooden boat he fashioned a steering wheel onto. The most popular boats had ten horsepower Johnson or Mercury outboard motors. The most highly regarded boats of the time (and most expensive) were the Chris Craft boats mentioned earlier with reference to the wealthier families on the lake. The Chris Craft boats had an inboard motor and Jack Berger recalls that they were not high enough powered to get up on plane, and so they plowed through the water. The most exciting motor of the time was the twenty-six horsepower Johnson outboard. Jack Berger recalled that his neighbor had one on a boat similar in style to the Chris Craft, but with the Johnson outboard instead of an inboard motor. That was the fastest boat he rode in during the fifties and sixties.

Sailboats were also very popular. Surprisingly, Rieke Corporation, a family manufacturing company from Auburn, Indiana, made some sailboats. This would have been unusual for a family that really was into cars to somehow produce a fine sailboat. Nevertheless, people in Steuben County, including Lake James, had some of these sailboats, and there are still a few in existence. Sailing was another great pastime for those spending their days on Lake James.
Races on the lake were also very popular and happened quite often. There were several classes for each race: ten horsepower, sailing, and high horsepower. There were even more than that, as can be seen in the articles below. The races were very competitive and sometimes quite dangerous. Anyone who wanted to compete in a race was more than welcome to join. There were sometimes twenty or more boats per race that would race around the second basin. The races were very competitive and those who won the races were very proud, and even their names would be put in the paper as is evident in the article above. Jack Berger said that his brother and his friends would always race in the sailboat race with their twelve foot Thompson sailboat that was not very fast, but they would be out there tipping it over and having fun and not so focused on winning. Sailboat races are still held on Lake James each summer. In the fifties and sixties, the high-powered class would have two people per boat and they would be going very fast for the time. The ten horsepower boats that would race would usually be either the
Mercury or Johnson ten horsepower motor, of which the Mercury was generally faster. The races, regardless of kind, were social and competitive and brought people together. Races were something to look forward to and something that united people under the blanket of “lake life.” The races all went through Bledsoe’s Beach, which was the main social scene of Lake James throughout the fifties and sixties.

**Annual Tri-State Canoe Race Saturday**

Bledsoe’s Beach will be the finish line for the third annual Tri-State canoe race which will be held October 12 at 1:00 p.m. announces Tri-State athletic director Barnett (Doc) Mummert. All interested Tri-State students are eligible to compete in the race, which starts at Nevada Mills and follows a course across Jimmerson Lake and Lake James to the island in the first basin of Lake James. After circling the island the canoeists will drive across the lake to the finish line at Bledsoe’s Beach.

Regulations for the race demand that the persons involved be students of Tri-State college, using ordinary canoes and regulation paddles.

Bledsoe’s Beach was a little bit of everything. Bledsoe’s Beach lies in the corner of second basin, directly next to the channel to get to nearby Jimmerson Lake by boat. Bledsoe’s Beach had a large U shaped pier with a high and low board for diving. In prior times there was a slide, but that was gone by the fifties. The main attraction at Bledsoe’s Beach (named after the Bledsoe family), was the dance pavilion. There were loud bands there and often the bands were quite good and well known. Everyone would travel there at night by boat to dance. The cost to dance was 10 cents a dance, and dancers got a ticket for each dance they bought. As bands became less popular DJs started to come and play popular songs across the dance pavilion and Lake James. The radio station WOWO was present with both DJ’s and broadcasting at Lake James and Bledsoe’s Beach regularly. Some local businesses or groups would host events or
dances at Bledsoe’s Beach, so the beach also ended up promoting the already strong sense of community that is present in “lake life,” as shown in a newspaper article below. In addition to dancing there was a beer pavilion where they sold beer and also had a soda fountain. Despite the beer pavilion, Jack Berger claimed that there was not much drinking in excess that actually occurred, nor were there any drugs either. Interestingly enough, not much drinking might have occurred because women were not allowed under state law to drink or sit at the bar until 1969, which would have prevented much socializing between men and women there. In addition, women were also not allowed to walk anywhere with an alcoholic drink, so drinks were required to have been brought to them sitting down at a table.
In addition to dancing, there was a post office at Bledsoe’s beach, where mail was delivered by boat. Lake James was one of the last places in the state to have mail delivered by boat. Each cottage had a mailbox at the end of the pier, and the mailman would come around by boat and deliver mail to each pier every day. The tradition started decades earlier when there were not any roads around the lake and the only way to get to one’s cottage was by boat, but mail by boat continued even into the fifties and sixties despite the fact that there were sufficient roads around the entire lake. “As of a 1954 newspaper account, Fred Ziegler had been delivering for twelve years. During the school year he was principal of Auburn Junior High School. Fred said that he survived one storm that nearly swamped his boat but he managed to protect the mail. It would take him about three to four hours for the delivery.”

In addition to these daytime events, starting in 1963 at Bledsoe’s Beach, the IU Hoosier Basketball Camp took place. Head Hoosier basketball coach Branch McCracken was persuaded by some local coaches, and eight basketball courts were built. One hundred twenty campers came out for the first year in 1963 and it grew steadily from there, along with some buildings to house the campers at a later date. The camp ran for twenty-three years with profound success and many, many campers enjoying the basketball along with everything that Bledsoe’s Beach and Lake James had to offer.

The Hoosier Basketball Camp was not the only camp on Lake James during the fifties and sixties; there were boys’ and girls’ camps put on by Hermon Phillips in the third basin of Lake James. Hermon Phillips was a “track legend” who won gold and silver medals in the 1928 Olympics in Amsterdam. Phillips coached track at both Purdue and Butler Universities prior to forming these boys’ and girls’ camps. Hermon Phillips started with a boys’ camp at Pokagon State Park, but then opened a girls’ camp in 1946 on the opposite shore of the third basin of Lake
James. Phillips girls’ camp in that bay of third basin gave way to the bay being named after him to this day; the southwest bay of third basin is titled Phillips Bay. The campers participated in “horseback riding, a recreation hall, arts and crafts, archery, gymnastics, shuffleboard, tennis, and volleyball,” besides all the activities on the water. The camp lasted eight weeks starting at the end of June. The girls’ camp ran for thirty-two years until 1978. Seen below is a picture depicting swimming and some boating on the shores of the Girl’s camp.

A third camp on Lake James also existed during this time. The Lake James Christian Assembly was formed in 1929 to bring Christians together, and it exists on the shore of first basin, taking up about 300 feet of waterfront with a large building. The first summer camp class was full at 200 kids, and started in 1957. The Lake James Christian assembly exists to this day.
Even after a long day boating, swimming, and fishing, there was still excitement in the evenings for everyone in the family during the fifties and sixties on Lake James. Evenings at Lake James would consist of various activities, depending on age. If someone were in their late teens or 20’s they would generally head down to Bledsoe’s beach to dance and socialize all night. If one did not wish to dance many families and children played card games or Monopoly. Televisions were not very common at Lake James during this time, however radio was. Parents would gather and talk if they did not engage in card games or Monopoly.58

In addition to Bledsoe’s Beach, another popular destination on Lake James was Pokagon State Park. Pokagon State Park lies on basins one and three of Lake James, and has two beaches
–one at the Potawatomi Inn on the first basin and another at the campground on third basin. Pokagon State Park was founded in December of 1925, coming during “progressive-era interest in natural preservation.”59 Pokagon was named “to honor one of the last leaders of the Potawatomi-Leopold Pokagon.” The Potawatomi were “increasingly displaced by settlers in the 1830’s” and so this was a way to honor the original Lake James inhabitants.60 Pokagon State Park was developed by Company 556 of the CCC from July 1934 to 1941.61 The CCC stands for Civilian Conservation Corp and was started in 1933 as part of the New Deal, signed into action by Franklin D. Roosevelt. The CCC generally was composed of young men, and during their time with the CCC they were taught useful skills involving stone working and building.62 The CCC built everything from a toboggan run for winter guests to a saddle barn, to a beach house for summer patrons, and cabins.63 Pokagon State Park includes the Potawatomi Inn, which was built prior to the CCC arrival from 1926-1927.64 Pokagon was a fun recreation area and even Lake James inhabitants would venture to the main beach at Pokagon on the third basin to socialize during the day.

Lake James during the fifties and sixties was a paradise that contributed heavily to the culture of the people in northeastern Indiana. Lake James shaped children’s childhood memories at any of the summer camps that took place at the lake. The races and music captivated all who took a stroll down to Bledsoe’s beach for a variety of entertainment. Those who wished to get involved in skiing could join a club, and those who just wanted some quiet time with some buddies to fish had plenty of space to fish, and plenty of large fish to catch. People could not have found somewhere more exciting to spend their summers than Lake James, nor could they have found a place that left such a lasting effect.
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